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TABLE S1: Local properties of the atoms of the central ring of graphene flakes (circumcoronene,

C54H18, and circumcircumcoronene, C96H24) protonated (hydrogenated) with 6 protons (6 hydro-

gen atoms): Hirshfeld CM5 charges[1] (in a.u.) and bond distances (in Å). It can be seen that

(i) these local properties barely change with the size of the graphene flake, and (ii) chemisorbed

protons lose their character as related properties become rather similar to those of chemisorbed

hydrogens.

Charges Distances

H C C-H C-C

C54H
6+
24 0.1473, 0.1576 -0.0462, -0.0451 1.104, 1.112 1.609, 1.585

C96H
6+
30 0.1352 -0.0555 1.107 1.594

C54H24 0.1080 -0.0660 1.105 1.594

C96H30 0.1091 -0.0659 1.105 1.593

[1] A. V. Marenich, S. V. Jerome, C. J. Cramer, and D. G. Truhlar, Journal of Chemical Theory

and Computation 8, 527 (2012).
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TABLE S2: Activation energies (∆Ea) for the most favorable single proton flipping process for

an increasing number (n) of adjacent chemisorbed protons on a graphenic carbon ring. The cases

of circumcoronene (C54H18) and circumcircumcoronene (C96H24) finite graphene prototypes are

reported. Values are in eV.

∆Ea

chemisorbed C54H18 C96H24

protons

n=1 3.44 4.59

n=2 2.77 3.32

n=3 2.29 3.11

n=4 1.76 3.15

n=5 1.53 1.93

n=6 1.61 2.80

n=5+1 1.01 1.09
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FIG. S1: Hirshfeld CM5 atomic charges (in a.u.) for the C54H18 ((a) panel) and C96H24 ((b)

panel) prototypes, as a function of the atom number in the molecular geometry. Three regions

separated by two vertical lines are evidenced: the first one (on the left of the first vertical line)

corresponds to carbons pertaining to the central ring where the hydrogens/protons are attached;

the second one refers to the rest of the carbon atoms; the third region (on the right of the second

vertical line) contains the hydrogens/protons, being the last six those chemisorbed on the central

ring.
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FIG. S2: Flip of the central proton of a five-proton row. Mechanism for the flipping of

the central proton in a row of five chemisorbed protons along a carbon ring. Reactants, transition

state and products configurations are showed in the upper, middle and lower panels, respectively.

Activation energy and exothermicity are ∆Ea = 2.54 eV and ∆Er=-0.83 eV, respectively, to be

compared with ∆Ea = 1.53 eV and ∆Er=-0.46 eV for the case where the flipping proton is the

one located at the end of the row. All calculations have been performed as detailed in the main

article.
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FIG. S3: Protonation of a second adjacent ring. Same as Fig. S2 for ten protons chemisorbed

covering the central ring of the prototype as well as an adjacent ring. The corresponding energy

balances are ∆Ea= 1.73 eV and ∆Er=-1.65 eV, to be compared with the case of the chemisorption

on only one ring (with n=6), where ∆Ea= 1.61 eV and ∆Er=-1.21 eV. It is seen that, although

the process becomes globally more favourable when adjacent rings are also saturated, the related

activation energy is slightly higher.
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FIG. S4: Flipping of a second proton. Same as Fig. S2 for the flipping of a second proton in the

case of a fully protonated graphenic ring (n =6), once a neighboring one has already migrated to

the other side of the carbon plane. The most favourable second proton to be flipped is the second

nearest neighbor, as seen in the Figure. The related ∆Ea is 2.07, larger than that corresponding

to the flipping of the first proton (∆Ea=1.61 eV). Also, exothermicity is smaller for the second

flipping proton (∆Er=-0.55) than for the fist one (∆Er=-1.21).


